We study an SU ( color group, we demonstrate that embedding the model in an extra-dimensional framework can only dilute the axigluon effect on the forward-backward asymmetry. We conclude that axigluon models are unlikely to be the source of the observed top quark asymmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent measurements of the forward-backward asymmetry (A 
This is consistent with previous measurements from D0 [2] and CDF [3] , and is noticeably (about 2σ) larger than the value of A t F B = 0.051 given by NLO QCD calculations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . A subsequent measurement by CDF with 5.3 f b −1 continues to report an approximately 2σ deviation from QCD at NLO [9] . Numerous models have been proposed to explain this discrepancy [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Among them is an intriguing axigluon [28] model, based on an SU (3) × SU (3) gauge group, proposed by Frampton, Shu, and Wang [29] . They write down a complete low-energy form of the model and suggest that it could conceivably arise from an extra-dimensional theory at higher energies. They calculate the size of the effect on A t F B and find a region of model parameter space where the model predicts an asymmetry value that is enhanced with respect to the QCD value, though its best level of agreement with the CDF measurement is at the 1σ level. They also note that an axigluon producing such an effect would be light enough that the value of the asymmetry as a function of invariant top-pair mass would show a characteristic rise below and fall above the axigluon mass.
We explore the phenomenology of this model and find some significant constraints on the allowed values of the axigluon mass M C and the mixing angle, θ, between the two strong gauge couplings. First, we find that bounds critical value that would induce fermion condensation implies θ > 14
• , which is slightly stronger than the criterion of "perturbativity" adopted by [29] ; this would tend to rule out some areas of visible top asymmetry at larger axigluon masses. A similar bound is obtained by requiring the axigluon's width to be no larger than its mass. Precision electroweak constraints from ∆ρ and Zb L b L in this model are relatively mild and do not impact the region of large A t F B . Our results suggest that the axigluon model cannot produce as large an enhancement of A t F B as previously supposed, while remaining consistent with other data. Moreover, we find that the A t F B distributions as a function of M tt -edge do not obviously resemble the CDF data.
In this context, it is useful to consider whether an extension toward an extra dimensional model in the continuum limit would enhance the size of the axigluon effect, for a given axigluon mass. Towards this end, we consider extending the gauge symmetry to SU (3) × SU (3) × SU (3). We demonstrate that such an extension, which would be the first step in "un-blocking" or "un-deconstructing" [31, 32] the model towards a five-dimensional SU (3) gauge theory, can only dilute the size of the axigluon effect on the top forward-backward asymmetry, regardless of how the quarks are charged under the various SU (3) gauge groups.
We conclude that axigluon models (or their coloron [33] and topgluon [34] cousins) are unlikely to be the source of the observed top quark asymmetry.
II. THE MODEL A. Gauge Sector
We will describe the essential features of the model here; further details are given in [29] . At high energies, the color sector of the model has an SU (3) 1 ⊗ SU (3) 2 gauge symmetry, with gauge couplings h 1 and h 2 ; the electroweak gauge sector is as in the standard model. The extended color group breaks to its diagonal subgroup, which we associate with SU (3) QCD , when a Higgs field transforming as a (3,3) acquires a diagonal vev of strength u. The color sector of the model is summarized in Fig. 1 in Moose notation [35] . The mass-squared matrix for the colored gauge-bosons is then
Defining sin θ ≡ h 1 / h 2 1 + h 2 2 and cos θ ≡ h 2 / h 2 1 + h 2 2 , we obtain for the mass eigenstates C A µ (massive axigluons) and G A µ (massless fields identified with the QCD gluons), the relations
The mass of the axigluon is
Sketch of the color sector of the axigluon model in Moose notation [35] , showing the two gauge groups SU (3)i, their associated gauge couplings hi, and the condensate that breaks the color symmetries to their diagonal subgroup.
and the coupling strength of the gluon (g S ) is given by
The axigluon and gluon couple, respectively, to
where J µ i is the current of quarks charged under color group SU (3) i . At energies below the axigluon mass, axigluon exchange induces the following four-fermion interaction among quarks:
Applying Eqs. (4) and (5) reveals the alternative, and also useful, form
B. Quark Charge Assignments
Our discussion of fermion charge assignments employs the weak gauge eigenstate fermions. To avoid tree-level flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) in the first and second generations, we assume that the u, d, c, and s quarks have the same color charges, and denote them by q; FCNC for the third generation are discussed in Section III. Because the model is intended to explain the measured value of A t F B , the quark charge assignments under the color groups must enable the axigluon coupling to the fermions to satisfy g t A g q A < 0, the condition required [36] to increase A t F B with respect to the standard model value without significantly altering the invariant top-pair mass. Since there are two gauge groups and four sets of SM quarks (q L ; q R ; (t, b) L ; t R , b R ) there are only eight distinct patterns for assigning the fermion charges 2 ; all others are equivalent to these via exchange of
These patterns are shown in Table I . Any assignment for which the two chirality components f L and f R of a fermion f transform under the same SU (3) is vectorial, ensuring that g f A = 0; this applies to patterns 1-4, 6, and 8, so that none of these assignment schemes is relevant for enhancing A t F B . Flavor-universal coloron models [33] conform to pattern 1, while topcolor models [34] fall under pattern 6. While pattern 7 does not yield a purely vectorial coupling for any fermion, it is flavor-universal, so g t A = g q A ; this is the traditional axigluon [28] charge assignment. As discussed in [7, 10, 11] , for the classic axigluon model where g 1 = g 2 , the value of A t F B can only be more negative than in the standard model; if g 1 = g 2 , the squared-amplitude from axigluon exchange can generate a modest positive value of A t F B [13, 25] but only at the expense of a significant alteration of the invariant top-pair mass [36] . The only pattern of possible interest is pattern 5; this is one chosen by [29] and the one we investigate here. From the form of the four-fermion interaction (8) one can see immediately
so that g t A g q A < 0 is satisfied. More specifically, one finds that the vector and axial couplings of the axigluon to the fermons are [29] : 
Spectator fermions will be needed to cancel gauge anomalies, and [29] employs a fourth generation of quarks for this purpose. The Yukawa couplings for the quarks (but not the leptons) will need to be modified because the different quark chiralities are charged under different SU (3) groups. Finally, while the full range of θ is from 0 to 90 • , the model's phenomenology is symmetric under the exchange θ → 90 • − θ.
III. LOW-ENERGY PHENOMENOLOGY
The gauge sector of the model includes two more parameters than the standard model gauge sector (a gauge coupling and a vacuum expectation value), so the phenomenology associated with the new physics may be summarized within the M C v.s. θ plane. Fig. 2 contains such a summary; it starts with a figure from [29] indicating shaded regions of relatively large A sample points for the distributions discussed in section III.E.
A. Neutral B d -meson Mixing
The flavor-changing four-fermion interactions induced by axigluon exchange will alter the predicted rate of B dmeson mixing. Since the fermion charge assignments discussed above are for the weak gauge eigenstate fields, which are related to the mass eigenstate fields through the CKM matrix V ij , the operator of particular concern in the axigluon model is (adapting the analysis of [37] ):
The UTFit Collaboration has derived [38] constraints on general ∆F = 2 four-fermion operators that affect neutral meson mixing, including the effects of running from the new physics scale down to the meson scale and interpolating between quark and meson degrees of freedom. For a model like the axigluon model, with tree-level FCNC and a flavor structure like that of the SM, Ref. [38] writes the applicable operator as
and they obtain the 95% CL limit Λ > 1.8 TeV. Since (8πα s /3) ≈ 1, the UTFit bound implies
at 95%CL which means that the region above the solid black curve in Fig. 2 is still allowed. Clearly, this FCNC bound excludes the region where the value of A t F B predicted by the axigluon model comes closest to agreement with the data.
B. Fermion Condensation
In the model proposed by [29] , it is important that the couplings h i never become strong enough to cause fermions charged under group SU (3) i to condense. Obtaining g t V = −g q A = 0 depends on having the t L and t R charged under different SU (3) (so that top will have a non-zero axial coupling) and having t L and q R charged under the same SU (3) (yielding the relative minus sign). If the coupling of the SU (3) group under which t L and q R are charged became strong, at L q R condensate would form, effectively re-defining which right-handed state was part of the massive top quark and removing the prediction of a positive enhancement of A t F B . To avoid this, we must ensure that h 1 and h 2 each lie below the critical value at which condensation would occur.
At energies well below the mass of the axigluon, the self-consistent dynamical generation of masses for the fermions charged under SU (3) 2 occurs, in the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio approximation [39, 40] , when the gap equation
has a solution for m f > 0. Accordingly we expect that condensation will not occur if α s cot 2 θ < 2π/3. A more complete analysis including QCD effects via the gauged NJL model [41] [42] [43] [44] yields the slightly stronger condition
This implies that one must have θ > 14
• to avoid condensation of the fermions charged under SU (3) 2 and, likewise θ < 76
• to avoid condensation of fermions charged under group SU (3) 1 . These are stronger than the bounds on θ employed in [29] ; as indicated by 
C. Axigluon Width
If one assumes, following the authors of [29] , that the heavy axigluon decays only to the standard model quarks, then its decay width is (ignoring corrections of order (m t /M C )
2 ):
where the factor of 6 arises because the magnitude of g V (or g A ) is the same for all quark flavors (see Eq. (10)). Hence, if one requires the axigluon to satisfy Γ C /M C < ∼ 1 so that it is clearly a distinct resonance, then θ is constrained to lie within essentially the same bounds as are required for avoiding fermion condensation (12
• ).
D. Precision Electroweak Constraints
Exchange of massive axigluons across the top and bottom quark loops in W and Z vacuum polarization diagrams alters the predicted value of ∆ρ. Updating the related limit [33, 45] on the effect of colorons with recent experimental constraints [46] on ∆ρ yields the 95%CL lower bound:
The model parameter space where A t F B is enhanced meets this constraint, as shown by the fact that it lies above the dotted black curve in Fig. 2 .
Because the third-generation fermions are treated differently than the light quarks, one should consider whether the Zb L b L coupling will be affected. However, axigluon exchange across the Zb L b L vertex leads only to effects proportional to m 2 b (because the resulting triangle diagram has no interior top quarks), and these are negligible.
E. Asymmetry Distributions
Having determined the region of parameter space that satisfies the phenomenological bounds discussed above, we have generated plots of A t F B as a function of the invariant top-pair mass M tt and as a function of the M tt edge distribution. Ref. [29] presented similar plots for a sample point located at the region of greatest predicted asymmetry (M C = 1525 GeV; θ = 27
• ). Since that point is excluded by the data on B dBd mixing, we use two new sample points that lie within the allowed region (at the 90% CL): one at a relatively low mass and high angle (M C = 2000 GeV; θ = 35 • ) and the other at a higher mass and lower angle (M C = 2850 GeV; θ = 20 • ) as marked by crosses in Fig. 2 . We follow the prescription given in Ref. [29] for calculating various distributions with CTEQ6L parton distribution functions [47] , and both the factorization and renormalization scales are set to be equal to the top quark mass. As in Ref. [29] , the top quark mass is set to be 175 GeV and both the quark-antiquark (qq) and gluon-gluon (gg) scattering processes are considered at the leading order. In the→ tt channel, the complete gauge invariant set of Feynman diagrams, with gluon or axigluon propagator, is included, Since there is no direct triple coupling of g − g − C, the gg → tt contribution is not modified at the leading order. Fig. 3 shows A t F B as a function of M tt for our two sample points. We find that the shape of this distribution is monotonically increasing with invariant mass, unless theta is relatively low. Hence, the distinctive "peaked" shape of this distribution discussed in [29] in relation to their sample point is not a general characteristic of the model in the allowed region. Furthermore, the inclusive forward-backward asymmetry A • . Right: MC = 2850GeV; θ = 20
• . Neither of the "below-edge" curves resemble the data [48] ; nor does the"above-edge" curve at left; the "above-edge" curve at right might arguably be consistent with the data within its large error-bars, but is not obviously of the same shape. Fig. 4 shows A t F B for the top pair events above (or below) a given M tt threshold; again, one distribution is shown for each of our sample points. Ref. [29] noted that such an M tt -edge distribution can be directly compared with the CDF data [48] . More precisely, our model curves show the new-physics contribution to A t F B ; one can compare this with the difference between the data and the NLO QCD theory curve shown in [48] . We see that neither curve in the left-hand plot resembles the difference between data and standard model theory; nor does the "below" curve in the right-hand plot; the "above" curve in the right-hand plot might arguably be consistent with the data within its large error-bars, but is not obviously of the same shape as the difference between data and standard model theory.
IV. EXTENSION TO A LARGER COLOR GROUP
A. An SU (3) 3 
Model
We now consider whether an extension toward an extra dimensional model in the continuum limit would enhance the size of the axigluon effect on the top asymmetry, for a given axigluon mass. Towards this end, we consider extending the gauge symmetry to SU (3)
3 . Such an extension would be the first step in "un-blocking" or "undeconstructing" [31, 32] the model towards a a five-dimensional SU (3) gauge theory. Let us consider an SU (3) 1 × SU (3) 2 × SU (3) 3 extended color group, as shown in Fig. 5 with associated gauge couplings
and fermion currents J When the fields acquire their vacuum expectations values, Φ a breaks SU (3) 1 × SU (3) 2 down to the diagonal subgroup SU (3) 1+2 , while Φ b breaks SU (3) 2 × SU (3) 3 down to the diagonal subgroup SU (3) 2+3 ; with this pattern, SU (3) C ≡ SU (3) 1+2+3 remains unbroken.
The mass matrix for the gauge bosons may be written as:
To analyze this system, it is convenient to change to the basis
where A µ 1,2,3 are the gauge bosons of the groups SU (3) 1,2,3 respectively. This basis is convenient because G µ is the massless eigenstate field associated with the unbroken color group SU (3) C , and couples to fermion currents
just like the gluon. The fields C µ a,b couple to the currents
At low energies, exchange of the massive colored bosons gives rise to four-fermion interactions of the form
where M .
After some simplification, the four-fermion interactions emerge in the following streamilined form: 
Once the four-fermion operators are re-written as in Eq. (32), it is clear that the last term is purely vectorial and the middle is of the form g if all of the fermions are charged under two color groups, then as argued earlier, the only way to get a non-zero contribution to the asymmetry is to use an equivalent of the "pattern 5" charge assignment, as shown in Table II .
We conclude that when the fermions transform only under the "outer" two groups in the linear moose, the effect on A t F B is precisely as in the axigluon model with only two color groups. Now consider the effect of allowing a fermion to be charged under group SU (3) 2 . Its chiral partner must be charged under one of the three SU (3) groups, giving rise to three possible patterns as shown in Table III (exchanging L ↔ R makes no difference).If one chooses pattern A, note that the second four-fermion operator in L Extending this to an extra-dimensional language, one would say that localizing the quarks on the branes leads to the maximum enhancement of the top asymmetry; allowing fermions to delocalize into the bulk can only reduce the effect. Hence, extending the SU (3) 2 model of [29] into an extra-dimensional framework will not increase the predicted value of the top asymmetry.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the axigluon model proposed by Frampton, Shu, and Wang [29] in response to the experimentally observed enhancement of the forward-backward asymmetry in top quark production. We find that limits from data on B d mixing exclude the region in axigluon mass vs. gauge mixing parameter space in which the enhancement of A t F B comes closest to agreement with experiment, and that bounds from the requirement that the gauge couplings be weak enough to prevent fermion condensation rule out a further region of larger axigluon masses. Our results suggest that the axigluon model cannot produce even as large an enhancement of A t F B as previously supposed and that the A t F B distributions as a function of M tt -edge do not obviously resemble the CDF data. We have seen that the pattern of quark charge assignments chosen by [29] is the only one for which a positive enhancement of A t F B occurs in an SU (3) 2 model; other coloron, axigluon, or topcolor models based on SU (3) 2 gauge groups give null or wrong-sign effects. Moreover, we have demonstrated that extending the color sector to SU (3) 3 , which would be the first step in "un-deconstructing" the model towards a a five-dimensional SU (3) gauge theory, can only dilute the size of the axigluon effect on the top forward-backward asymmetry, regardless of how the quarks are charged under the various SU (3) gauge groups. We conclude that axigluon models (or their coloron [33] and topgluon [34] cousins) are unlikely to be the source of the observed top quark asymmetry. Finally, we note that any theory of massive colored bosons invoked to explain the anomalous top quark forward-backward asymmetry must satisfy the flavor constraints we have discussed in this note.
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